2018 AFP Golden Gate Chapter Programs

EVENTS WITH REGISTRATIONS
Forums, Masterclasses, Noon Online Workshops, Mentor Program Clinics

Month: January
Title: Noon Online: You Can Find the Perfect Job
Speaker: Pamela Cook, ACFRE and Victoria Silverman, Cook Silverman Search

Month: February
Title: Bright Spots—Making Fundraising Shared Work and Leadership
Speakers: Kebo Drew, CFRE, Queer Women of Color Media Arts Project | Steve Lew, CompassPoint

Month: March
Title: Mentor Program Clinic: Money Beliefs and Behaviors in Organizations
Speakers: Elizabeth Seja Min, AFP Golden Gate | Kebo Drew, CFRE, Queer Women of Color Media Arts Project

Month: April
Title: Spring Forum: The Soul of Money with Lynne Twist
Speakers: Keynote by Lynne Twist, with Respondents Priscilla Lopez, ACLU Northern California | Renee Saedi, Global Fund for Women

Month: May
Title: How to Raise More Money Using Giving Psychology
Speaker: Claire Axelrad, Clairification

Month: May
Title: Masterclass: How to Avoid the Post-Campaign Let Down
Speakers: Elliot Levin & Melissa Irish of Partnership Resources Group with Panelists Jordon Simmons, East Bay Performing Arts Center | Elizabeth Warner, Ploughshares Fund | Grace Hughes, Philanthropist | Johnathan Logan, Marin Community Foundation

Month: June
Title: The Second Annual IDEA Forum
Speakers: Keynote by Crystal Hayling, The Libra Foundation with Panelists Raquel Donoso, Consultant | Prithi Trivedi, Hewlett Foundation | Cristy Johnston Limon, Youth Speaks | Michelle Kim, Moderator

Month: July
Title: Masterclass—Transform Your Data to Show Impact & Empower Action
Speaker: Andrew Mallis, CEO, Kalamuna

Month: July
Title: Mentor Program Clinic: How to Deal With Tough Situations Not in Your Job Description
Speakers: Various Mentors
Month: September
Title: Noon Online: Lucy Bernholz Presents The Digital Impact Toolkit
Speaker: Lucy Bernholz, Digital Civil Society Lab, Stanford University

Month: October
Title: Fall Forum: The Shifting Landscape for Funding Change
Speakers: Keynote by Heather McLeod-Grant, Co-Author of The Giving Code with Panelists Mario Lugay, Human Rights Funders Network | Cynthia Nimmo, Women’s Funding Network | Doug Seckinger, Tides Foundation | Sean Kosofsky, Mind the Gap Consulting

Month: November
Title: Mentor Program Clinic: The New CFRE
Speaker: Jeff Stanger, CFRE International

Month: November
Title: AFP Golden Gate Celebrates National Philanthropy Day
Mistress of Ceremonies: Sydnie Kohara

Month: December
Title: Annual Members Meeting and Party
Speaker: David Madson, ACFRE, National Board, AFP International

FREE EVENTS FOR AFP MEMBERS & GUESTS
UNPLUGGED SERIES
Informal, networking events, held after work hours in local eating and drinking establishments

San Francisco March 14: A Meetup with the Mentor Program
Oakland April 11: A Meetup with the Mentor Program
San Francisco May 9: Speed Networking with Young Nonprofit Professionals Network
Oakland June 13: Celebrate LGBTQ Pride
Marin August 8
Oakland September 12
San Francisco October 10

FREE EVENTS FOR COMMUNITY
LIVE WEBINAR SERIES (AFP HQ broadcasts shown simultaneously in 2-3 locations)

Month: February
Title: Working Your Legacy Pipeline
Speaker: Ligia Pena, CFRE, Greenpeace International

Month: March
Title: How to Raise Money and Retain Donors with Your Newsletter
Speaker: Steve Screen, Fundraising is Beautiful podcast
Month: March  
Title: How to Grow Your Monthly Program Without Breaking the Bank  
Speaker: Erica Waasdorp, Direct Solution, AFP Master Trainer

Month: April  
Title: Building Your Small Shop Toolkit  
Speaker: Amy Wolfe, AgSafe

Month: May  
Title: Ten Ways to Supercharge Your Storytelling  
Speaker: Shannon Doolittle, Voice for Good

Month: June  
Title: Building A Culture of Philanthropy  
Speaker: Simone Joyaux, ACFRE, Worldwide Presenter

Month: July  
Title: An Introduction to Donor Data Segmentation  
Speaker: Steven Shattuck, Bloomerang

Month: September  
Title: So You Want to Be a Campaign Consultant  
Speakers: Amy Eisenstein, ACFRE, AFP Master Trainer | Andrea Kihlstedt, Asking Matters

Month: October  
Title: Navigating Negotiations: More Money and More Mission  
Speaker: Tycely Williams, CFRE, YWCA USA

Month: November  
Title: Welcome to the C-Suite: Leadership Transitions from the Trenches to the Top  
Speaker: Alice Ferris, ACFRE, GoalBusters